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January 26, 2004 weekly newsletter email address

Kramer Outs Abraham Lincoln at

Address in Madison
Monday, March 1st 1999

MADISON, Wi. - In the first public airing of a hypothesis he says is a part of

a work in progress, Larry Kramer, the Oscar-nominated screenwriter and

founder of ACT-UP, told a group of activists that the 16th president of the

United States, Abraham Lincoln, was gay.

Kramer, addressing the Midwest Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual and Transgender Campus Conference in

Madison, told the audience that a 28-year-old Lincoln

carried on a four-year affair with a 24 year-old

shopowner, Joshua Speed.

Kramer said he was nervous about his lecture, "Our

Gay President," because he had never before taken

his thesis public. But the writer's nervousness was not

enough to shake his faith in the authenticity of his

views.

"Between 1839 and 1842 Abraham Lincoln and Joshua Speed loved each

other," Kramer said definitively. After 1842, they loved each other but not as

strongly, Kramer said. Both eventually married, as dictated by the standards

of the age, but neither coupling was happy.

Kramer says Lincoln met Speed shortly after his arrival in Springfield, III. in

1839. With no money and no place to stay, Speed offered the gangly and

overly tall Lincoln space in his bed above the store he ran. Kramer says

Lincoln fell in love with the blue-eyed and black-haired Speed almost

instantly.

"For years they shared a bed and their most private thoughts. They fell in

love with each other and slept next to each other for four years," Kramer

said.

Kramer floats

familiar thesis to

Madison audience.

Overview of this issue

> Culture and Media

Speed, who affectionately called Lincoln

"Line," was a sensitive man who craved

physical contact and the warmth it gave.

"Yes, our Abe is like a school girl," Speed

wrote about his friend. "He often kisses me
when I tease him, often to shut me up... He

would grab me up by his long arms and hug

and hug."

Kramer also points to Speed's sense of
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1098 respondents
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(Chapter One) Survey

"First of all, I will say

that this is all "hersay",

unless there is

documented proof, it's

all gossip, and in this

world "gossip" is taken

as proof! ..."

Join the Forum
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Other Data Lounge
stories

> Wisconsin

Send this article to a

friend

"it felt so fine," Kramer said.

otherness in a question posed to Lincoln,

which the author interprets as an attempt to

legitimize their feelings and assuage a sense

of guilt about their relationship. Speed is

quoted as asking Lincoln if he thought there

were others like them, the young Lincoln

responded he was sure there were because

Previous Article:

Indiana Senate Committee

Endorses Gay Adoption Ban

Next Article:

UK Ban on Gay Soldiers

Faces Euro Court Challenge

Several critics in the audience challenged Kramer's conclusions. He
responded that if students of history won't accept his version of events, his

take on Lincoln would at least force people to think about the possibilities of

otherness. "I'm very aware that my truth is very different from other

people's truth." Whoever writes about history owns it, he said.

Letters between Lincoln and Speed have been available since they were

written, Kramer said, and their absence from regular public discourse is a

reflection of a society intent on keeping gays a modern aberration, rather

than an integral part of human history. His current project, a 2,000 page

non-fiction book called 'The American People," is an attempt to redress that

omission.

- C. Barillas, Editor
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From: Gerald Prokopowicz

To: Bob Jones, Scott Bushnell

Date: Tue, May 1 1 , 1 999 5:33 PM
Subject: media contact

Australian journalist Michael Cameron, stationed in NY, called to ask about the rumor that a diary has

been found, written by Lincoln's roommate Joshua Speed, that reveals a love affair between Lincoln and

Speed. A story about the diary appeared on the online magazine Slate.com, and the rumor of its

existence is the product of gay activist Larry Kramer, founder of ACT-UP, who likes to "out" famous
people, living and dead. Kramer claims that he knows of the diary, owned by someone in Davenport,

Iowa, but has not shown it to anyone.

Carolyn and I both spoke to Cameron, and gave him the same story; no evidence that Lincoln was gay,

nothing unusual about sharing a bed with Speed (beds were hard to come by in Springfield in 1837), and

we'd love to see a genuine Speed diary but so far there's nothing but the activist's claim. Gerry

CC: Carolyn Texley, Cindy VanHorn, Joan Flinspach



Claims Lincol

was gay upset

his hometown
By Stephanie Simon
Los Angeles Times

SPRINGFIELD, 111. - The newspaper here

runs a picture of Abraham Lincoln on its mast-

head, next to the list of top editors. Above the

publisher's name is a quote from Old Abe him-
self, praising the paper as "always my friend."

Loyalty to Lincoln clearly ranks high here.

Which is why many readers saw the newspa-
per's recent banner headline as a betrayal.

Stretched across the top of the Sunday front

page, the headline read: "Writer asserts proof
Lincoln was gay."'

Many readers were horrified. Although most
hastened to say they had nothing against homo-
sexuals, it was clear they didn't take this new
view of Lincoln as a compliment. The State Jour-

nal-Register was irresponsible, they railed, to

have printed such slander. It was appalling.

To back up a minute: Lincoln is more than

Springfield's favorite son. He's an icon. An in-

dustry. A half-million tourists a year come to see

Lincoln's home, law office and tomb.

"We consider Abe our guy," said Barry Loc-
her, the Journal-Register's managing editor. "It's

like, 'Don't be messing with Abe.'
"

Locher has since apologized, in print, for

playing the story so big. Still, he insists Spring-

field, of all places, should know what people are

saying about Abe.

No serious scholar has, so far, put forth proof
that Lincoln was homosexual. But gay activist

Larry Kramer claims to have uncovered new evi-

dence: the diary of Joshua Speed, Lincoln's most
intimate friend and longtime bedmate.

Historians have long known that Lincoln and
Speed shared a bed for four years. Many men of
that era did. Mattresses were expensive. Then,
too, it was cold in many frontier homes. Men
bunked together for warmth. So most scholars

have found nothing suggestive in the two friends

sleeping side by side.

Kramer, however, claims that Speed's diary

details a sexual relationship. He won't show the

diary to anyone. In fact, he says, it's not his to

show, as it belongs to a private collector in Iowa.

But at a recent gay and lesbian conference,
Kramer did read some quotations that he said

File

Gay activist Larry Kramer has angered fans
of Abraham Lincoln by claiming that the
president was gay.

came from the diary. Among them: "(Lincoln)
often kisses me when I tease him, often to shut

me up. He would grab me by his long arms and
hug and hug."

Lincoln scholars have always described our
16th president as uneasy around women.

"I don't think anyone would deny that you
find (in Lincoln) an ambivalence and awkward-
ness toward women," said Tom Schwartz, Illi-

nois' state historian.- "Whether you could make
the case that he experienced not only homosexual
attraction but also had homosexual partners is

something else."

Rumors have circulated among Lincoln buffs

for years that long-lost letters from Speed to Lin-

coln are tucked away in a private collection.

Still, most historians are skeptical about Kra-

mer's claim to have found Speed's diary. Kra-
mer, they point out, is not a scholar, but a play-

wright and activist with a definite agenda. And
he's been so mysterious about the source of his

bombshell that no one can verify it.
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VanHorn, Cindy

From: Clements, Mary

Sent: Monday, November 15, 2004 8:48 AM

To: VanHorn, Cindy; Cindy Thies; Flinspach, Joan; Gabbard, Sara; Hettinger, Robert; Miller, Julie;

Chesebrough, Sarah; Savieo, Diane; Shannon, Linda; Texley, Carolyn

Subject: U.S. News and World Report - Dateline TODAY

Honest Abe's secret
Here's proof that nuthin's sacred in American politics. A new scholarly work about former President Abraham
Lincoln, being published by Simon & Schuster in February, suggests that Honest Abe was gay. In The Intimate World

ofAbraham Lincoln, author C. A. Tripp writes that Lincoln slept with men and even wrote a poem about two men
getting married. But historians are rushing to protest. Joan Flinspach, president of Indiana's Lincoln Museum, says:

"The evidence is circumstantial."

Mary E. Clements

Public Relations/Marketing Manager
The Lincoln Museum
260-455-2730

www.TheLincolnMuseum.org

11/17/2004
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?Was Lincoln gay?
Book questions sexuality of Great Emancipator

By Gerald J. Prokopowicz

As we approach the bicenten-

nial of the birth of Abraham
Lincoln, to be celebrated on
Feb. 12, 2009, we are already

seeing evidence of the truth of an

observation made more than 50 years
ago by Illinois Sen. Everett Dirksen. It

is the first rule of American politics,

he said, to "get right with Lincoln."

In other words, whatever your
views may be, it's important to dem-
onstrate that Lincoln was wise and
prescient enough to share them. Re-
publicans have never failed to heed
Dirksen's words, holding annual Lin-
coln Day dinners where they treat the

political legacy of the Great Emanci-
pator the way that Lincoln himself

once accused Democrats of doing to

Andrew Jackson: "Like a horde of

hungry ticks you have stuck to the tail

of the Hermitage lion to the end of his

life; and you are still sticking to it, and
drawing a loathsome sustenance from
it after he is dead." Democrats have
not been far behind, at least since the

administration of FDR, in arguing that

their policies, especially those dealing

with race, would surely have made
Old Abe a Democrat had he lived in

the second half of the 20th century.

What is surprising about the current

rush to board the Lincoln political

gravy train is who is and isn't on the

passenger list. Of all the segments of
American society, none was more
directly benefited by Lincoln's pol-

icies than the enslaved blacks of the

South. Their descendants, who have a

better claim than just about anyone
else to enlist Lincoln as the champion
of their cause, have largely forsaken
him. I have attended dozens of public

conferences devoted to the study of
Lincoln over the last decade, and each
one has featured a parade of white
speakers (with a few exceptions) ad-

dressing an almost all-white audience.

The most significant approach to

Lincoln from the black community
over this time has been the publication

Gerald J. Proko-
powicz is a pro-

fessor of history

at East Carolina
University and a
former Lincoln
scholar at The Lin-

coln Museum in

Fort Wayne. He
wrote this for The
Journal Gazette.

and response to

Lerone Bennett's

"Forced Into

Glory: Abraham
Lincoln's White
Dream" (2000), a

book that inverts

the familiar pic-

ture of Lincoln,

turning him from a

crafty politician

who moved slowly

toward emancipa-
tion in order to

build public sup-

port for his en-

lightened policies,

into a cynical

racist who only
moved against

slavery when
forced to by politi-

cal pressures.

Bennett's attack

on Lincoln was a

reaction against

the traditional image of Lincoln as the

Great Emancipator who single-hand-

edly freed the supine and helpless

slaves out of the goodness of his heart.

As long as the image of a beneficent

Father Abraham continues to inspire

in many European Americans an un-

warranted complacency about race

relations, it's a safe bet that Bennett
and many other blacks will be happy
to let the Lincoln express roll on by.

While they do so, another group is

likely to be elbowing its way to the

ticket window. Gay Americans are

becoming increasingly vocal in as-

serting a claim to Lincoln as one of
their own. The idea, although contro-

versial, is not new. As far back as Carl

Sandburg's reference to "a streak of
lavender, and spots soft as May vio-

lets" in Lincoln's character, observers

have recognized ways in which Lin-
coln refused to conform to sexual

stereotypes. Even as he led the nation

through a bloody civil war, he never
engaged in testosterone-laced "bring it

on" posturing, never belittled his ene-

See also

The best books on Lincoln

Books, Page 14A

mies, never exhibited the traits of

traditional masculinity that other male
leaders of his era (and ours) some-
times did. When gay conservatives in

the late 1970s organized themselves as

the "Log Cabin Republicans," they

were doing more than getting right

with Lincoln. They were implying that

Lincoln was himself gay.

Was he? It was true that in his late

20s, he and his best friend, Joshua

Speed, shared a room and a bed for

four years, but beds were scarce then,

and sharing rooms was common
among single men. Historians have

been disinclined to accept such cir-

cumstantial evidence as demonstrating

anything more than poverty and male
bonding. In 1999, AIDS activist Larry

Kramer generated lots of publicity by
announcing that he had found proof in

the form of Speed's diary, but when he
failed to produce the diary it simply

reinforced the attitude of many schol-

ars that the "Lincoln was gay" claim

was based more on 20th century in-

terest group politics than on serious

historical research.

But the question has not gone away.

In a book about Lincoln's friendships,

David Herbert Donald observed that

on a national book tour in 1995, "Was
Lincoln gay?" was the question audi-

ences asked him most often. In late

2004, C.A. Tripp reignited the issue

with his book, "The Intimate World of

Abraham Lincoln," a fascinating work
that does not try to "out" its subject

(although it has been portrayed that

way in the media) but instead takes a

serious look at elements of Lincoln's

emotional life.

Tripp argues again that Lincoln and
Speed were lovers, and that Lincoln

See Lincoln/Page 13

A



Lincoln
From Page HA

probably had erotic experiences

with other men, including an anny
captain who shared his bed at the

Anderson Cottage (a sort of Camp
David of the 1860s) when Mary
Lincoln was away. Tripp makes a

persuasive case that the friendship

of Lincoln and Speed was extraordi-

narily deep, but provides only new
interpretations, not new evidence, to

support his theory of physical as

well as emotional intimacy between
the men.

It is possible that Tripp's work
will convince some historians that

Lincoln and Speed engaged in ho-

mosexual behavior. It is certain that

it will increase the volume, if not

necessarily the legitimacy, of the

gay community's claim to Lincoln.

There are ironies in all this that

Lincoln himself would surely have
appreciated. The group that today

most avidly claims Lincoln as a

member did not have a group identi-

ty in his day. As Jean Baker notes in

her introduction to Tripp's book, the

word "homosexuality" was coined
in Austria in 1868, three years after

Lincoln's death. Before then, people

who had erotic connections to oth-

ers of the same sex were not labeled

as "gay" or "homosexual" because
those labels didn't exist, nor did

such people define themselves by
that aspect of their lives. In contrast,

no group of Americans was more

clearly labeled, identified and op-

pressed in Lincoln's day than those

held in slavery, and no individual

did more (whether reluctantly or

otherwise) to end slavery than Lin-

coln. Yet among many of those who
continue his struggle to bring the

reality of race relations in America
more into line with the nation's

ideals, Lincoln himself is persona

non grata.

The deepest irony, however, is

not that some groups will or will not

be clamoring for spots at the bicen-

tennial banquet table in 2009. It is

that Lincoln would have rejected

them all, as groups, and invited

them all as individuals. To nativists

who wanted to limit the civil rights

of immigrants, to Protestants who
wanted restrictions on Catholicism,

and especially to white people who
wanted to deny basic human rights

to black people, Lincoln objected.

Rights, in Lincoln's view, belonged

to people, not classes, groups or

races. As he told a Chicago audi-

ence in 1858:

"My friends, I have detained you
about as long as I desired to do, and
J have only to say, let us discard all

this quibbling about this man and

the other man - this race and that

race and the other race being inferi-

or, and therefore they must be

placed in an inferior position -

discarding our standard that we
have left us. Let us discard all these

things, and unite as one people

throughout this land, until we shall

once more stand up declaring that

all men are created equal"
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U.S. History

For years, there have been rumbhhgs about the sexuality

of our greatest president. Almost 80 years ago, the biog-

rapher Carl Sandburgsaw in Lincoln "a streak of laven-

der and spots soft as May violets." Now, in The Intimate

World of Abraham Lincoln, the late sex researcher C.A.

Tripp presents the most sustained argument yet that the

Great Emancipator was a lover of men. In the end, however,

the book reveals more about modem obsessions than it does"

about Lincoln. We live in a highly sexualized culture, but Lin-

coln did not. The modern concept of homosexuality did not

exist in Lincoln's day, as Tripp concedes, but he rapidly aban-

dons such restraint in his search for that streak of lavender.

Lincoln's ineffectual predecessor, James Buchanan, is con-

sidered by some historians to have been homosexual. But Lin-

coln is far more useful to those who seek validation through

history.

Tripp, a psychologist and gay-rights activist, died soon af-

ter completing his manuscript. In prose that is by turns ban-

tering and strident, he insists that Lincoln's homosexuality is

clear to all those with open eyes. But the evidence he presents

is not new, and there is no "smoking gun." Still, this strange,

disjointed book may succeed in planting a seed of doubt in the

minds of many about Lincoln's sex life.

The Intimate World ofAbraham Lincoln is laced with ref-

erences to the work of Alfred Kinsey, Tripp's colleague in the

1940s and '50s. As Tripp relates, Kinsey discovered a correla-

tion between the early onset of puberty in boys and a greater

incidence of homosexual activity. Seizing upon a vague de-

scription of the young Lincoln as tall and gangly, Tripp con-

cludes that Lincoln entered puberty at age nine—four years

earlier than average—and that his sexual precocity must have
taken homosexual form. Such dizzying leaps of logic are char-

acteristic of Tripp's work.

To take another example, Tripp is struck by the fact that

Lincoln, as a young state legislator, shared a bed for four years

with his best friend, Joshua Speed. When Speed moved home
to Kentucky in 1841 and Lincoln's engagement to Mary Todd
came temporarily to an end, Lincoln suffered an emotional

crisis. The two men subsequently exchanged a series of let-

ters, some ofwhich Lincoln ended with 'Tours forever." All of

this leads Tripp to conclude that Lincoln and Speed conduct-

ed a passionate homosexual affair. But 19th-century notions

of privacy were vastly different from our own, and mattresses

were in short supply. During two of their four years as bed-

mates, Lincoln and Speed shared the room with two other

young men, both of them decidedly heterosexual.

As for the affectionate letter-ending flourish that Tripp

trumpets as proof of his case, the historian Michael Burlin-

game points out in a dissenting afterword that Lincoln closed

many a letter with the same tribute. The letters themselves

are not exactly spicy; one of Lincoln's missives to Speed con-

tains an impersonal account of a murder trial, hardly the stuff

of romance. Tripp, however, is not deterred, arguing that "it is

precisely this kind of impersonal recounting of some irrele-

vant bit of news that is often resorted to by distraught lovers

who are contending with some strain, and who thus choose to

recount details from a neutral territory as they wait out a

storm that swirls about them." This makes a mockery of the

historical method. Tripp could make a grocery list sound sus-

picious.

• Tripp also suggests that Lincoln had a male lover during his

presidency: Capt. David V. Derickson, the commanding offi-

.All the President's Men
THE INTIMATE WORLD OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN

By C.A. Tripp. Free Press. 343 pp. $27

Reviewed by Michael F. Bishop
'

Mathew B. Brady's portrait of Abraham Lincoln (1860)

cer of the Army company assigned to protect the Lincoln fam-

ily while they resided at a" summer retreat outside Washing-

ton. A few months after the two men met and became friends,

Virginia Woodbury Fox, the wife of the assistant secretary of

the Navy, wrote to a friend: "Tish says, 'there is a Bucktail sol-

dier here devoted to the President, drives with him, andwhen
Mrs. L. is not home, sleeps with him.' What stuff!" A regi-

mental history written three decades later echoed these ob-

servations, adding also that Derickson made "use of his Excel-

lency's night-shirt!" The morning they met, Derickson

accompanied Lincoln back to the White House, and they

shared pleasantries along the way. Tripp depicts this initial

conversation as "an almost classical seduction scene" that left

. Lincoln "wound up if not revved up." Such overheated spec-

ulation succeeds only in damaging Tripp's case.
•

Nor is this part of that case new; the Derickson story has

been known for decades, though many may encounter it in

Tripp's book for the first time. Tripp's insinuations are con-

tradicted by much of the other evidence: Lincoln was the fa-

ther of four and Derickson the father of nine, attesting to their

abundant heterosexual activity. Moreover, after eight

months, the president granted his friend a transfer at the lat-

ter's request. As Lincoln biographer David Herbert Donald
(who has publicly quarreled with Tripp's thesis) has ob-

served, the "friendly, not sexual" nature of their relationship

"is suggested by the ease with which their association was
ended when Derickson returned" to his native Pennsylvania.

The two men never saw each other again.



For all that, modern readers may well find that the thought

of a president with a famously difficult marriage sharing his

bed with another man makes them wonder, leaving them un-

able to dismiss Tripp's claims entirely. And there is no doubt

that Lincoln was usually more comfortable with men than

with women. "He was not very fond of girls," observed Sarah

Lincoln about her late stepson. From an early age, Lincoln

was an inexhaustible teller of ribald stories—but never in

mixed company. Indeed, his wit and eloquence often turned

into awkward stammering in the company of available wom-
en. Tripp finds all this rather telling, but others will not; dis-

comfort in feminine company is an affliction suffered by men
of all sexual persuasions.

That brings us to Mary Todd Lincoln. Whether Lincoln's

troubled marriage was evidence of his homosexuality is high-

ly debatable; whether his marriage was troubled is not.

Tripp's account of this less than perfect union is a portrait of

unrelieved misery. Tripp might have leavened his criticism of

Mary with some sympathy for her own suffering, but one can-

not deny sthat Lincoln was deprived of emotional and intellec-

tual sustenance at home. His domestic life may have been hell-

ish, but this is hardly a fate restricted to homosexuals.

To make matters worse, Tripp is extremely selective in his

use of evidence. He relies heavily upon the research of Wil-

liam Herndon, Lincoln's law partner and biographer, who
conducted countless interviews with friends and associates of

Lincoln and tried to present the human side of the martyred

saint. When Herndon is useful to Tripp, the latter cites him
approvingly. But Tripp pays no heed to Herndon when Lin-

coln's old friend fails to buttress Tripp's case. After all, how
could Herndon have failed to observe Lincoln's homosexu-
ality, either through his research or personally? (He was one

" of the men who shared that room in Springfield with Speed
and Lincoln.) Tripp explains this away by concluding that

Herndon was afflicted with "heterosexual bias" stemming
from his idyllic marriage. But Herndon was not silent on the

subject of Lincoln's sexuality; many of Herndon's interview

subjects told of Lincoln's "strong passions" for women, and
one reported that only Lincoln's "Conscience Kept him from
seduction." This contradictory evidence appears in Burlin-

game's dissent; Tripp ignores it entirely.

Still, those doubts have been planted. Much of Tripp's "evi-

dence" can be dismissed when put in proper historical con-

text, but not all of it. The author has failed to prove his case,

but he has compiled enough suggestive material to ensure
that Lincoln's sexuality will remain a matter of debate.

And therein lies the irony. Those who seek to understand
Lincoln through an exploration of his physical life are doomed
to disappointment. More than most major historical figures,

Lincoln lived a life of the mind. He was no Jefferson, forever

building pillared mansions, collecting fine wines and savoring

French delicacies. Not for him flirtations with Parisian ladies

or dalliances with slaves. Lincoln was neither an aesthete nor
a gourmand; uninterested in art, he ate sparingly and barely

tasted his food. The squalor of his early beginnings left him
indifferent to his surroundings. His ascetic nature is part of

his enduring mystery, and no resolution of that mystery will

be found within this book's pages. Dwelling on matters of the

flesh will bring us no closer to Lincoln's soul.

Michael F. Bishop is executive director oftheAbraham
Lincoln Bicentennial Commission.
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Excerpt: An Enthusiastic Endorsement

''Orthodox Lincolnistas

point to his marriage

with Mary Todd, a

union thatproduced

four sons, though only

one survived into

adulthood. That a

married man who sired

children could not have

been a homosexual

seems to be their

proposition. Yet how

many ofus know or

have heard ofhappily

married couples, often

with childreTi, one of

whom after some years

or even decades of

presumed domestic

bliss, discovers their

true identity, divorces

their partner, and has a

same-sex relationship?"

NPR.org. February 12, 2005 • The following is an afterward from The
Intimate World ofAbraham Lincoln. Michael B. Chesson, professor of

history at the University of Massachusetts, Boston, argues in favor of C.A.

Tripp's thesis that Lincoln was homosexual.

Excerpt:

Was Abraham Lincoln gay? That is Tripp's question, premise, and
conclusion. The stale objection that the word "homosexual" was not

coined until after the Civil War is pointless. Skeptics may cite the dating

of terms as long as they do not pretend that sex between men did not

occur until after certain words appeared in print. The delightful "gay" was
ripped out of other contexts by activists, and is more modern as applied to

men. That Lincoln did not and could not have thought of himself as either

"homosexual" or "gay" (Lincoln was seldom truly gay) hardly detracts

from the substance of Tripp's argument.

The Intimate World finally takes this topic out of the closet, where it has

long been sequestered by the Lincoln establishment, despite the

increasing curiosity of the general public about the rail splitter's sexual

orientation, as noted by his preeminent biographer, David Herbert

Donald. Until now it has been mostly gay activists who have discussed it. I

hasten to add that I am not now, nor have I ever been, either gay or an

activist. As someone who cares about our past, particularly the Civil War
era, I am indebted to those who are, lonely pioneers like my emeritus

colleague Charles Shively. I did chair a session at the annual convention

of the American Historical Association in 1990, "Gay American

Presidents?," with papers on Washington, Buchanan, Lincoln, and
Garfield. Tripp was present, and got the Lincoln bug. Must we now think

of "Gabe" as the great gay emancipator, the homosexual martyred captain

of the Union ship of state? Was Lincoln engaging in civil unions even

during our most uncivil war?

Donald has said that "the subject deserves careful and cautious

consideration." That is wise advice from a meticulous scholar, a two-time

Pulitzer Prize winner and author of the finest life of Lincoln. What to

make of Tripp's evidence, arguments, and conclusions? As scholars, we
are called on to follow the truth wherever it may lead, even if we find that

a president had a child by a slave woman or oral sex with an intern. Yet

professional historians, particularly the lords of the Lincoln

establishment, have advanced with less than deliberate speed, and often

obfuscation—if not howls of rage and denial—at the merest suggestion

that their hero and mine might have been anything less than a robust,

masculine, "normal," exclusively heterosexual American male in the

mainstream of ninteenth-century American culture, as found in the northern states, specifically the Indiana and

Illinois frontier. Their unspoken credo is "don't ask, don't tell, don't pursue." The truth, that is, whatever it may
be. All agree that Lincoln was robust. He was certainly masculine, meaning that he was a man's man, attracted to

other men, as they were certainly drawn to him. He was also a freak, a very odd-looking human, as William H.

Herndon, who knew him best, and others who knew him well, have testified. But that Lincoln was "normal" in
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almost any sense or meaning of that much abused word will not bear even the most casual scrutiny. Tripp has

demonstrated, at the very least, that in his orientation Lincoln was not exclusively heterosexual.

Orthodox Lincolnistas point to his marriage with Mary Todd, a union that produced four sons, though only one

survived into adulthood. That a married man who sired children could not have been a homosexual seems to be

their proposition. Yet how many of us know or have heard of happily married couples, often with children, one of

whom after some years or even decades of presumed domestic bliss, discovers their true identity, divorces their

partner, and has a same-sex relationship? Whether Lincoln's marriage was happy or hellish or somewhere in

between remains a subject of bitter debate among specialists, largely along gender lines, from Jean Baker to

Michael Burlingame and Douglas Wilson, but there is abundant evidence of marital discord and dissatisfaction on

the part of both partners, before and during the Civil War.

Lincoln's courtship, if that is what it can be called, of Mary Owens is usually presented as an early sign of the

future president's sexuality. This comic episode is both an example of his incredible awkwardness with women
and of a streak of cruelty best seen in his letter about the affair to Mrs. Orville H. Browning, a close friend and the

wife of a Whig ally, in which he ridiculed the fat, wrinkled, and toothless Kentuckian. Whether Miss Owens (who

married another man) looked that way before she rejected Lincoln's ambivalently offered hand has been

questioned, by the notably critical Edgar Lee Masters, among others.

More often pulled out of the shadows in recent years is the legend of an earlier, doomed love affair. Ann Rutledge

and Abe fell in love, but she died tragically. Lincoln never recovered. That at least is the story. It is rather like that

of another Ann, in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. James Buchanan fell in love with Ann Coleman, but something drove

them apart. Ann went to Philadelphia, where she soon died. Buchanan never recovered, and was a bachelor until

his death. But his warm and affectionate relationship and years of rooming with fellow congressman and future

vice president William R. King was the talk of Washington gossips for decades.

In the several generations of scholarship following Herndon's launch of the Rutledge affair in 1866 the pendulum
first swung far to the right in the early twentieth century against there being any factual basis for it. In the past

two decades it has begun to swing back to, if not a consensus, a growing belief that the two were more than casual

friends. Though the great majority of Herndon's informants supported the story after Lincoln's death, and

decades after Ann's, there is no contemporary factual basis for anything more than ordinary friendship between

them, a much weaker foundation than the evidence for Lincoln's attraction to males.

This poor young woman would have been forgotten, little noted nor long remembered, had it not been for her tie

to Lincoln. She has been made to bear a far heavier weight than she can support. Ann has returned to prominence

as proof that Lincoln did not love Mary Todd, or that he was normal, because he was romantically linked with not

one, but three women (sufficient evidence of a conventional sexual orientation)—or both. Ann was his first

(perhaps only?) love, before Mary Todd, and a more appealing figure (as described by her rejected suitor) than

Mary Owens. Mrs. Lincoln was understandably hostile to the Rutledge story, and so have been most biographers

until quite recently. Other women have even been suggested as Lincoln crushes, including teenagers Matilda

Edwards and Sarah Rickard. Whatever may be the truth about Ann, Mary, Abe, and the younger damsels, far

more scholarly energy has been spent on the matter than on the possibility that his sexual orientation was
something other than exclusively straight. It is a classic case of the assumption of heterosexuality. For those averse

to homoerotic relationships, why not focus on Lincoln's only documented sexual relationship with a woman, and
the nature and quality of that marriage?

It is often said that William Herndon and Mary Todd had a mutual hatred. They were clearly jealous of each other.

Both loved the same man, and resented having to share him. But Herndon's biography at times is quite

sympathetic to her. He realized that being Mrs. Lincoln was not easy, anymore than being married to her was. For

her part, the grieving widow unbent enough to give Herndon details about married life with the late President.

Lincoln did not seem interested in other women (despite Mary's occasional tantrums), but Tripp gives us a case in

which he may have been unfaithful, sleeping with Captain Derickson during his wife's absences. What of Mary's

fidelity? Donald in his masterful Lincoln comments on her low-cut gowns and scandalous decolletage. Using the

same evidence, Baker, one of Donald's most prominent students, feels that the president was proud of his wife's

assets, and of her display of them. The evidence for Mary's infidelity is no more than circumstantial, whether with
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the slimy Henry Wikoff or her acting commissioner of public buildings, the mysterious William S. Wood. At best,

she showed a serious lack ofjudgment, in the eyes of her many critics. At worst, she was accused of infidelity, by
Illinois governor Richard Yates, one of Lincoln's strongest supporters, among others.

Deborah Hayden has reexamined Herndon's story that Lincoln had, or thought he had, syphilis. Most authorities

doubt it. They claim to know Lincoln's body, his sexual experience or lack thereof, and his symptoms, real or

imagined, better than he did himself. It is unlikely that he would have married knowing he would pass a social

disease on to Mary Todd. But it is even less likely that she had it to pass on to him. The real question is why
Lincoln would have said such a thing to Herndon—unless he felt guilt or concern about something he had done.

Can Herndon be trusted? Ranking officers in the Abraham Lincoln brigade believe Herndon when he supports

their thesis, and accuse him of various scholarly crimes, even alcoholism, when he does not. What this story

suggests is that Lincoln had premarital sex; it is not the only such story. Whether it was with a woman (always

assumed) is a mystery; as is his possible venereal infection.

By far the most documented of Lincoln's male affairs is that with Joshua Speed. Every serious Lincoln scholar has

discussed their friendship, often at some length and in considerable detail. I continue to be struck by their first

encounter, as described by biographers from Browne to Donald, and a host of lesser authors. Lincoln arrived in

Springfield in 1837 without even the money to rent a room. Speed sized up the stranger, whom he knew by
reputation, and invited him upstairs to inspect the double bed where he had been sleeping alone. Is it not possible

that Lincoln appraised the friendly merchant as well? Abe went up, and soon came down to say that he had moved
in. It was lust at first sight. But what developed over the next few years was true love, beyond platonic friendship.

Donald in his recent work goes so far as to ask if it was a homoerotic albeit chaste relationship, similar to those of

Emerson and Webster with male friends. But there was no sex between Speed and Lincoln, no spilling of seed.

How does Donald know? He cannot know with certainty, but gives it as his considered judgment, having spent a

lifetime studying Lincoln. Just as the burden of proof is on Tripp to make his case, so it is on anyone making a

positive denial about the mere possibility of a sexual relationship.

These two young men slept together in the same bed for nearly four years, and despite having married and

separated, had a tie that bound them for life. Speed went back to the slave state of Kentucky. His politics

increasingly diverged from Lincoln's, especially in the 1850s after the latter's political rebirth. Yet when President

Lincoln needed help in the early months of his administration he reached out to Speed. What is even more
surprising, given their recent political differences, is that Speed responded, quickly, warmly, fervently. The best

part of what they once enjoyed had not been destroyed by marriage, slavery, politics, time, or distance. How many
men have had a friendship that survived such pitfalls?

Jean H. Baker's reaction to their bed-sharing is commonsensical and feminine. Of course they had sex. How could

they not have, given their close physical proximity for several years? What is the evidence? In part, that the

arrangement continued for so long. Once Lincoln got his bearings in Springfield he could have found other

accommodations, but chose not to. Readers unversed in the Lincoln literature will not realize how rare Baker's

reaction is among top rank scholars. Most biographers have treated the matter as if the two men were in a

bundling bed, with a board between them. Straight males who have to sleep together, at least in our own time, and

from my own knowledge, are careful to stay as far on "their own" side of the bed as possible, and they make other

arrangements immediately, unless it is a one-night stand. Rather than share a bed, most straights will flip a coin.

The loser gets the sofa or the floor.

But anyone with a little knowledge about American popular culture and public lodgings in the early republic will

immediately object to a claim of homosexuality based on sleeping arrangements. Tripp's critics will say that men
often slept together, in boarding houses or while traveling and staying at inns. Quite true. Tucked in the Charles

Sumner papers at Harvard's Houghton Library is the story of a Scot on the road at night who finally manages to

find lodging. An innkeeper tells him there is but one space left, in a bed already occupied by two men. The Scot

climbs in between an Englishman and an Irishman. Early in the morning the Englishman is awakened by a wet

warmth on the sheets. Realizing what has happened, and the culprit, he shakes him awake. The Scot, unperturbed,

tells the Englishman to relax, because "I have done worse to him behind me," meaning the poor Irishman. Lincoln

would have liked the joke and told it far better than I have (with three different accents) to an all-male audience,
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perhaps adding some sexually suggestive details. Lincoln's humor was smutty, with a strong anal fixation. I am
skeptical that it was the joke, and not the smut, that attracted him. Anyone can tell a dirty joke, some better than

others. The trick is to tell a good joke that is not off-color. Most of Lincoln's could not be told in mixed company,

or printed for later generations to enjoy, thanks to the censorship of his friends, though a few can be dredged out

of Sandburg.

This joke shows at least two things. Yes, men did sleep together, at various times and places, without being

homosexual (since the word had not been invented). Civil War soldiers slept together, sometimes in spoon fashion

in groups, to keep warm and survive, without being gay (not invented then). Second, and more surprising, Senator

Sumner had a sense of humor, unlike some of the distinguished members of the Lincoln establishment, and

academics generally. Yet how many American males in any age have voluntarily, cheerfully, even joyously slept

with another man in the same bed for three or four years without having been involved sexually? Surely this

question will attract the scholar squirrels (Gore Vidal's phrase) of the historical profession. Just in the free states

before the Civil War there must have been hundreds, even thousands, of men, either prominent or soon to be, who
shared a bed for one or more years with another man yet carefully avoided any touching under the blankets. Go
find them.

Lincoln did not marry until the age of thirty-three, in 1842, seven years older than the typical man of the era

(though most Springfield bachelors married by twenty-four, according to Baker). Even outsiders coming to the

capital, like Lincoln, usually married by thirty-one.19 Speed, five years younger, preceded him to the altar. Why
did Lincoln wait so long? Ann Rutledge or no, Mary Owens or not, let alone nubile teens, Lincoln married

reluctantly and, like Speed, with great trepidation. Most young men married eagerly and expectantly.

Lincoln was clearly attracted to the charismatic drillmaster Elmer Ellsworth. He installed him in his Springfield

law office and arranged an army commission for him in 1861 under dubious circumstances. Tripp presents

evidence about Lincoln's feelings for the young man that have somehow been left out of most biographies of the

president. It is all rather queer, so to speak, that careful, methodical biographers have failed either to find, or

present, such material. It amounts to a conspiracy of silence.

Even odder is Lincoln's friendship with a soldier, David V. Derickson of the 150th Pennsylvania Volunteers.

Washington women talked about them sleeping together, it was mentioned in the unit's regimental history

decades later, and noted by historians Ida Tarbell (who never married) and Margaret Leech generations ago. Yet

among a dozen major male biographers only Sandburg mentions the subject. Captain Derickson led two hundred

Bucktails to march in Lincoln's funeral procession at Cleveland. If it walks like a duck and quacks like a duck,

whether mallard or Muscovy, it might really be a duck. Do straight male presidential birders need their Pentax

7x50s to spot a sexual orientation different from their own? As Baker notes, women are more alert to or sensitive

about such matters than men, especially if like Herndon and so many others they are unable, or unwilling, to see

the tree for the forest. Carl Sandburg, a rude man, still sensed Lincoln (and Speed's) nature, as quoted by Tripp

and Baker.

Tripp, for all his research, sophistication, and insight, has not proved his case conclusively. There is no smoking
gun that we can link to Long Abe. Unlike the exposers of Jefferson, Tripp could not call upon DNA evidence or

other scientific proof, though Lincoln's bone fragments at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology await analysis,

which might reveal the presence of the Marfan syndrome (unlikely) or venereal disease (possible). Unless some
scholar finds previously unknown love letters by Lincoln or another man, or a diary kept by someone like Speed,

this case will never be proven to the satisfaction of the Union army of Lincoln idolaters and homophobes
everywhere.

Nor, perhaps, has Tripp proven his case even beyond a reasonable doubt. But any open-minded reader who has

reached this point may well have a reasonable doubt about the nature of Lincoln's sexuality. The "Tall Sucker" was
a very strange man, one of the strangest in American history, and certainly the oddest to reach a position of

national prominence, let alone the presidency. If Lincoln was a homosexual, or primarily so inclined, then

suddenly our image of this mysterious man gains some clarity. Not everything falls into place, but many things do,

including some important, even essential, elements ofwho Lincoln was, why he acted in the way he did, and a

possible reason for his sadness, loneliness, and secretive nature. Lincoln was different from other men, and he
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knew it. More telling, virtually every man who knew him at all well, long before he rose to prominence, recognized

it. In fact, the men who claimed to know him best, if honest, usually admitted that they did not understand him.

Women did not know him as intimately, but many commented on his awkwardness around young, available

females.

In our age of gay-bashing, AIDS, and rampant priestly pedophilia, the governor of Massachusetts blocks gay

marriage with a 1913 antimiscegenation law. Other politicians invoke God to protect the sanctity ofmatrimony (in

a society where half of all marriages fail) or waffle on the issue. In the midst of the 2004 election-year twaddle,

Tripp's book is far more than a breath of fresh air. Like The Homosexual Matrix, it is a hurricane of revelation. Its

flaws can and will be corrected in the debate that has now begun. It has been thirty-five years since Stonewall. In

the words of a recent ad, "Your sister is getting married. Her fiance's name is Jill. Let the discussion begin." And
so it should, and must. If not now, when? If not by historians, who? Will scholars, Civil War buffs, and fans of

Honest Abe be content to let the Moral Majority and the self-annointed Lincoln establishment set the agenda for

research on our greatest president?

From THE INTIMATE WORLD OFABRAHAMLINCOLN by CA. Tripp. Copyright© 2005 by the Estate ofCA.
Tripp. Reprinted by permission ofThe Free Press, an imprint ofSimon & Schuster, Inc.
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"The promise, being made, mustbe kept."

Still, itwas not ahappymatch. Herndon
was far from the only friend of Lincoln's

who came to despise his wife. (He called

Mary "the hell-cat ofthe age.") Neverthe-
less, the couple made their marriage last

through the turbulent years ahead, in-

cluding the deaths, in childhood, oftwo of

their four sons. (Athirdwould die six years

after the assassination.) Lincolnwould al-

ways be a melancholy man, but the debil-

itating, suicidal depressions that plagued
him in his youth would never return.

In abookpublished last month, anoth-

er scholar, C. A. Tripp, came to a radically

different conclusion about Lincoln's de-

pression and personal problems—at-

tributingthem to the fact thathewas "pre-

dominantly homosexual." For evidence,

Tripp,who died before his bookwas pub-
lished, points out that Lincoln, while they

were rooming together, slept in the same

bed with his friend Joshua Speed for four

years, that he used the salutation "Yours

forever" only in letters to Speed, and that

his despair in 1841 was the result of

Speed's own imminent marriage. Tripp is

not the first Lincoln scholar to make this

claim. Carl Sandburg, in his 1924 biogra-

phy, wrote enigmatically that Lincoln and
Speed's relationshiphad "a streak oflaven-

der and spots soft as May violets."

Controversy. Most historians, however,

don't see much ofa case for a gay Lincoln.

Many men slept in beds together in the

19th century, they point

out. Tripp is flatlywrong
when he claims Speed is

the only one to whom
Lincoln signedhis letters

"Yours forever"—he ad-

dressed notes to at least

halfa dozen other people
that way. His book has

been called "ahoax and a

fraud" by his former
coauthor, who walked
off the project. And for

many scholars, the very

fact that Lincoln made
no attemptto hide his re-

lationship—and even

spoke about it as presi-

dent—confirms their suspicions of

Tripp's thesis. "I simply cannot believe

that, if the early relationship between
Joshua Speed and Lincoln had been sex-

ual, the president of the United States

would so freely and publicly speak of it,"

writes historian Donald.

Whatever the root of Lincoln's roman-
tic struggles, his political career, too,

ing with a replica ofthe presi-

dent's firsthome—yes, a tiny

log cabin—on one side and
the facade oftheWhite House
on the other. Life-size tab-

leaux show the young attor-

ney reading a newspaper in

his office or courting Mary
Todd. In one eerie scene, the

Lincolns enjoy a laugh at

Ford's Theater as JohnWilkes
Booth slips in behind them.

All this schtick raises con-

cern among some historians;

one outspoken scholar says

the "Disney" approach is sure

to rob the story of authentici-

ty. "People then question if

Lincoln really did that or said

that," says John Y. Simon, a

Lincoln expert at Southern

Illinois University-Carbon-

dale. "They've done childish

things in trying to make it a

museum for children."

The museum is not without

historic artifacts: There is a

copy ofthe GettysburgAd-
dress in Lincoln's own hand, a

print ofthe Emancipation

The Abraham Lincoln Library

and Museum in Springfield, III.

Proclamation, the briefcase

Lincoln used as president,

and ajewelry case owned by
Mary. But BRC wants visitors

to do more thanjust shuffle

past fading parchment. "We
want to engage them, sweep
them up in the subject," says

CEO Bob Rogers.

And a bit of dissent seems

to sit fine withmuseum orga-

nizers, who say the exhibits

stress that Lincoln was hardly

beloved in his time. Marble

memorials are cold and pale,

while Lincoln's days were rich

in color and radical change,

says director Smith: "The

question ishow to bring it

back to life, to flesh and
blood." -DavidLaGesse
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A Critical Symposium

The Lincoln Bedroom
The Intimate World ofAbraham Lincoln,

by C.A. Tripp.
'

Free Press, 384 pages, $27

C.A. Tripp's The Intimate World of Abraham Lincoln ignited a firestorm of debate when it was published,

posthumously, in 2004. Tripp, apsychologist and sex researcher, claimed in thebook to offer a "full examination

of Lincoln's inner life and relationships," concluding that Lincoln was "predominantly homosexual" and that

his homosexuality informed his beliefs on slavery, morality, and religion. The Claremont Review of Books

invited Prof. Allen C. Guelzo to select a distinguished group of scholars and Lincoln experts to address the

book and its claims. The result is the following critical symposium.

Allen C. Guelzo

WHEN C.A. TRIPPS THE INTIMATE

World of Abraham Lincoln was

published (by Free Press last

December posthumously, since Tripp died

of AIDS in 2003), anyone with a good set of

cultural ears might have heard a faint moan
coming from the special historical workshop

housing the students, scholars, and biographers

of Abraham Lincoln. It was not the conspira-

torial moan Tripp had predicted, as if he had

liberated some great secret which was striding

across the land, committing truth. It was more

like the moan of the weary, who have seen this

kind ofthing before, time and again. The moan
is not even about Tripp or his book, so much as

it is about how much time they'll have to waste,

fielding questions from those, whether lovers or

haters of Abraham Lincoln, who believe this is

the one simple explanation of everything about

him. As Edward Steers says (in the first of the

thumbnail critiques of Tripp's book which

follow), this kind of noisy announcement of

the one, true key to the "secret" of Abraham

Lincoln—succeeding Lincoln-and-Marfan's-

Syndrome, LincoIn-and-Freemasonry, Lincoln-

and-Swedenborgianism—has happened be-

fore, and will doubtless happen again as long

as someone has an agenda he feels the need to

hitch to Abraham Lincoln.

The argument of the book is plain enough

to capture in a few sentences. Recollections by

and of the young Lincoln point to homoerotic

attractions and attractiveness, leading him to

beds shared with several young men, including

(in later years) one of the officers charged with

protecting his life. Lincoln's marriage to Mary

Todd was a misery, not because Mary was a

"hellcat," but because Lincoln was violating his

own homosexual nature. Lincoln's marvelous

resiliency, humility, and charity were lessons

he learned from experiencing the intolerance of

a homophobic culture. But the experience ex-

acted a toll, a toll paid in guilt and a sense of

alienation from others, both of which show up

in his reticence about his private life and in his

religious ideas. Lincoln was not only "predomi-

nantly homosexual," but his homosexuality is

(in the words ofJean Baker, who wrote an after-

word to The Intimate World oj Abraham Lincoln)

the key to "his independence and his ability to

take anti-Establishment positions like the issu-

ing of the Emancipation Proclamation."

If this is not preposterous, then the word

should be declared extinct. The whole proposi-

tion ought to collapse under the weight of one

question: if Lincoln was a homosexual, why

haven't we heard of this before? Surely Lincoln

was so public a figure, and homosexuality so

leprous an accusation in Victorian America,

that not even P.T. Barnum, the Cardiff Giant,

and the Feejee Mermaid could have distracted

attention from a president who committed sod-

omy with the captain of his guard.

But this perfectly commonsensical objection

has the weight of three gigantic considerations

leaning against it. One is rooted, stubbornly and

perversely, in the very origins of the American
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experience itself. None of the 17th-century ad-

venturers who made the appalling transit of the

north Atlantic to the New World did so be-

cause they were happy, contented, and at peace

with the world. They were a general sampling

of Europe's unwanted riff-raff—precisely the

sort who had every reason to look on the world

darkly, as a place full of vast evil powers (the

slavers, the shanghiers, the landlords, the pope)

who had suppressed the truth in unrighteous-

ness. This is what Richard Hofstadter delight-

ed in calling "the paranoid style," and its devo-

tees are as varied as the detectives ofthe Popish

Plot and the hawkers of conspiracy magazines

on Dealey Plaza. Tripp, brandishing his secret

sexual decoding key and confounding the great

plot to deceive and mislead Americans about

Lincoln, is simply twitching to the same beat.

Our persistent sense that the truth is al-

ways being hidden behind veils was fed by the

Romantics, nurtured by Marxist theories of

false-consciousness and hegemony, and gorged

upon in this generation by postmodernists

whose stock-in-trade is uncovering hidden traces

ofoppression in literary and social "texts." When
no "narrative" can be trusted, there should be no

surprise that the "subaltern" and the anti-narra-

tive become the default explanations; and when

the striking of postmodern poses becomes fash-

ionable in popular historical writing, it's no won-

der that Lincoln should be explained in terms of

what he did in the closet rather than what he did

as president. In the postmodern climate, noth-

ing is what it appears to be, and so postmodern-

ism contributes its mite to making a homosexual

Lincoln plausible.

But the heritage of paranoia and the influ-

ence of the postmoderns only partly explain

why Lincoln's historical reputation has proven

so susceptible to these rituals of re-negotiation,

and why Tripp's book on Lincoln and homo-

sexuality broke with such sensational fanfare.

Thar, pretty plainly, is a function of our cultur-

al obsession with sexuality. Where we once de-

fined the self in terms ofthe soul, we now define

it in terms of copulation, and derive "identity"

from sexuality. This has now become particu-

larly true for homosexuality, which attempts to

ground homosexual practice in a person's root

nature. This, as it is designed to do, renders

prosecution unfair and makes the denial of civil

equality to homosexual unions invidious.

But as Richard Taruskin once remarked (in

a review of several books on Tchaikovsky), in

the 19th .century, homosexuality did not "es-

sentialize" a person, "did not typecast, or ste-

reotype, or render one's nature darkly and ir-

revocably Other." Homosexuality was regarded

as a vice, and particularly an upper-class one,

but it was no more revealing about one's behav-

ior or emotional life than any other form of lib-

ertinage. That makes it even more unlikely that

a strait-laced, teetotaling, bourgeois male like

Lincoln would have found anything even pass-

ably interesting in 19th-century homosexual-

ity. And it underscores how completely the idea

that sexuality is the key to Lincoln's "intimate

world" is a product of Tripp's culture, not to

mention Tripp's own personal and professional

inclinations, rather than Lincoln's.

As Lucas Morel asks: is Lincoln's sexuality

important? Is it really the simple answer? Do
we really need to get "intimate" with Lincoln?

'Allen C. Guelzo is the Henry R. Luce Professor of the

Civil War Era at Gettysburg College, and the winner

of the Lincoln Prize in 2000for Abraham Lincoln:

Redeemer President (Eerdmans) and in 2005 for

Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation: The

End of Slavery in America (Simon & Schuster).
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Edward Steers, Jr.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN HAS BEEN A FAVOR-

ite subject from every side of history.

By turns, he has been both hero and

villain. As hero, Lincoln has been sanctified as

the Savior ofthe Union, the Great Emancipator,

the Man ofthe People. And in the role ofvillain

(especially for neo-Confederates who despise

him for preserving the Union), he has been dis-

missed as illegitimate by birth, boorish in be-

havior, a despot who savaged the Constitution

while waging a brutal war of destruction, a

closet racist who was forced into issuing the

Emancipation Proclamation. Americans of al-

most every persuasion have wanted to pin their

tail to Abraham Lincoln's donkey.

So instead of offering something entirely

unique, C.A. Tripp has really only joined a

long line of tail-pinners, the only novelty being

that his argument centers on Lincoln's recorded

behavior with other men—behavior that today

might raise suspicions of homosexuality, or bi-

sexuality—that included sleeping with various

men in the same bed, showing a special affec-

tion for certain "young" men, and ending his

letters to certain men with "yours forever."

And like the tail-pinners, there is just

enough verisimilitude in Tripp's evidence to

keep the head of his argument from sinking

under the weight of its own flummery. There

is, for example, sufficient evidence to believe

that Lincoln's marriage to Mary Todd had dif-

ficult moments. That Lincoln was attracted to

young, handsome Elmer Ellsworth and aided

his career at every turn is true. That Lincoln

slept for four years in the same bed with his best

friend Joshua Speed is true. That he invited a

young Captain of his guard, David Derickson,

to share his bed at the Soldiers' Home when

Mary Lincoln was away is also true. Those are

the facts.

Of course, this has to stand beside the

heterosexual love affairs Lincoln had (Ann

Rutledge, Mary Owens, Matilda Edwards,

Sarah Rickard, and Mary Todd), the numer-

ous witnesses who claimed he had "a strong

passion for women," the half-dozen other men

Lincoln wrote "yours forever" to, and Lincoln's

openness in discussing his affection for certain

young men he took under his wing—an open-

ness that belies his being a "closet" homosexual.

Only by some highly selective fact-picking can

Tripp force Lincoln into the mold of his argu-

ment—which is precisely the same process that

makes all the other tail-pinners look like par-

ticipants at a childrens' party rather than seri-

ous historians. It is possible, by Tripp's method

of carefully selecting Lincoln's words and be-

havior, to portray him as an avowed racist who

cared nothing for blacks, or a ruthless president

who disdained the Constitution and civil lib-

erties, and so on. Rather than follow the data

wherever it may lead him, Tripp follows some

of the data to where he wants it to lead him.

Edward Steers, Jr., is the author of Blood on the

Moon: The Assassination ofAbraham Lincoln

(University Press of Kentucky).
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Joan L. Flinspach

THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD STARTS WITH

a hypothesis and then tests the theory

to see if it's true. By contrast, the his-

torical method is to conduct research first and

from that research arrive at an interpretation

of the data. And the fact that C.A. Tripp was a

social scientist rather than a historian may lie at

the root of his bizarre effort to remake Lincoln-

in the image of a Tchaikovsky or an Oscar

Wilde. Tripp has applied the scientific method

to history—presenting a theory or hypothesis

first and then through research trying to prove

it—and ends up cross-applying his scientific

training to a field that demands a methodology

that is completely foreign to him.

This may be one reason why Tripp is so

erratic in dealing with his sources. He cites

David Donald's Lincoln as an authority on one

point and a dupe on another. He finds William

H. Herndon, Lincoln's law partner, a reliable
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source for his argument on Lincoln's relation-

ship with Billy Greene and praises Herndon,

saying that he was "more evenhanded than

many of her [Mary Todd Lincoln's] critics, and

more generous than she deserved." Yet during

his discussion of Ann Rutledge, Tripp con-

cludes that Lincoln's relationship with her took

"shape in Herndon's lively imagination." By do-

ing this Tripp creates a level of mistrust for the

reader and weakens his own argument.

I know that many historians have chosen

to criticize Tripp's book from a factual, or on

a point-by-point, basis. My criticism, however,

is methodological—not only is Tripp's conclu-

sion flawed, but his entire approach to the ques-

tion is an example ofthe man who has only one

tool, a hammer, and so makes every problem

into a nail. Indeed, how can a reader agree with

Tripp's premise when his method for forming

that premise and his technique for evaluating it

do not hold water?

Joan L. Flinspach is President and CEO ofthe Lincoln

Museum (Fort Wayne, Indiana).
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John Y. Simon

IN
I837, ABRAHAM LINCOLN, NEWLY AR-

rived in Springfield, Illinois, looking for a

place to sleep, accepted an invitation from

Joshua Fry Speed to share a bed over his store.

Lincoln and Speed slept together for nearly four

years. The question is, did Lincoln simply fol-

low common practice in a society short of beds

or was something more significant involved?

Lincoln was no stranger to sharing beds. He
probably slept with his stepbrother John D.

Johnston in Thomas Lincoln's Indiana cabin

before striking out for New Salem, where the

penniless youngster shared beds with several

young men seeking to establish themselves.

After his marriage in 1842, Lincoln rode the

circuit with other attorneys, traveling to in-

adequate county seat boarding houses where

bed sharing was inevitable. Even as president,

escaping Washington heat in the Soldiers'

Home, Lincoln invited Captain David D. Der-

ickson into his bed.

As a disciple of Dr. Alfred Kinsey, Dr. C.

A.Tripp is hot to describe such nocturnal prac-

tices as homosexual. But were they? During

the four years that Lincoln and Speed shared

a bed in Springfield, William H. Herndon,

Lincoln's future law partner, shared another

bed in the same room. Later, as Lincoln's biog-

rapher, Herndon was dedicated to discovering

and disclosing truthful information, however

embarrassing or inappropriate by Victorian

standards. He never doubted that Lincoln was

fully heterosexual.

Nor, it seems, did Speed. Both were in-

terested in women, including prostitutes, and

while sleeping together, each courted a wom-

an he later married. After Speed returned to

Kentucky, Lincoln's letters disclose emotional

ties and shared concerns but nothing else that

Tripp sought to uncover.

John Y. Simon is the editor o/The Papers ofUlysses

S. Grant (Southern Illinois University Press).
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Lucas E* Morel

PART OF C.A. TRIPPS ARGUMENT IS

based on Lincoln's religious beliefs. He
sees Lincoln's early skepticism towards

Christianity as the result of his early puberty.

Lincoln experienced fewer sexual inhibitions

and hence was less beholden than most boys

to conventional sexual mores, and with them,

conventional Biblical teachings not only about

good and bad sexual practices but about "the

Bible as the word of God." Tripp believes

Lincoln remained a lifelong skeptic towards

the Christian God, and argues that the Second

Inaugui al Address "amounts to a masochistic

exercise of sorts," resulting from the "constant

blocks, hindrances, and extreme frustrations

that Lincoln sustained through the war years."

How else to explain Honest Abe's "venture into

a borrowed religious guilt and its image of that

unforgiving God"?

Tripp argues that the "poetic benevolence"

of the Second Inaugural Address's concluding

paragraph ("With malice toward none, with

charity for all...") has distracted scholars from

examining Lincoln's "strange detour into heavy

religious guilt." But here Tripp simply has not

done his homework, as a review of the schol-

arship available to him would show. In these

works he would have found enough to recon-

sider his intimation that the Second Inaugural

is an exercise in sexual self-humiliation derived

from the self-inflicted wounds of a nation at

war with itself.

The Second Inaugural does represent an

exercise in humility, but one involving the cul-

pability of both North and South for slavery.

True fruit in keeping with national repentance

over slavery would need to take two forms: for

the North, no triumphal revenge taken against

their defeated Southern brethren for the evil

of slavery, inasmuch as both North and South

reaped its profits; for the South, admission that

slavery was an evil that came "in the providence

of God" but now receives (with the North) its

due retribution through "this mighty scourge

of war." But that's where the guilt ends. The

retribution has been paid; the scores are now

settled, and it was time to bear "malice toward

none" and extend "charity for all."

Tripp thought that knowing Lincoln meant

getting intimate with his sexuality. But ifTripp's

examination of Lincoln's religious life is any in-

dication, The Intimate World oj Abraham Lincoln

proves that getting to know Lincoln's legacy as

a statesman does not require getting intimate

with him—at least not with his sex life.

Lucas E. Morel is associate projessor oj politics at

Washington and Lee University and the author of

Lincoln's Sacred Effort: Defining Religion's Role

in American Self-Government (Lexington).
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Daniel W. Stowell

SEVERAL YEARS AGO, I JOINED THE

staff of the Lincoln Legal Papers in

Springfield, Illinois. In doing so, I be-

came a part of what C. A. Tripp derisively

calls "the wide swath of Lincoln land," where

apparently "silence is sacred" on taboo subjects

such as the alleged homosexual components of

Lincoln's life. This is an odd accusation, since

I have found in this same company of scholars

almost everything except silence. They have

questioned Lincoln's honesty; his commit-

ment to emancipation; his suppression of civil

liberties; his assumption of unconstitutional

authority; his treatment of his father, his wife,

and his children; his concern about the plight

of enslaved African-Americans; and many oth-

er attributes and actions, large and small. Many

of their answers have hardly been flattering to

Lincoln or to his status as an American icon.

In contrast to many of the scholars he con-

demns, Tripp ignores and misreads evidence

and ultimately impoverishes the scholarly and

public dialogue on Lincoln's lite and legacy. His

evidence for a homosexual relationship between

Lincoln and William Greene, for instance, is

based not on Greene's reminiscences (as told

to William Herndon 30 years later), but on

Tripp's inference that Greene was saying "much

more" than Herndon understood. When there

isn't enough inference to feed his argument,

Tripp is happy to make do with total silence

as proof. The absence, not the survival, of cor-
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respondence between Elmer Ellsworth and

Lincoln proves that "the bidding came round-

about" through John Cook, Lincoln's "procur-

er." Tripp insists that Lincoln also had a homo-

sexual relationship with fellow attorney Henry

Clay Whitney, based on Whitney's statement

that Lincoln "wooed me to close intimacy and

familiarity." Tripp makes no effort to parse this

statement; the word intimacy alone is enough

to prove the existence of a homosexual relation-

ship, even though Tripp later admits that "for

whatever reason," Whitney "was careful not to

reveal too much about it." The first question

any Lincoln scholar would have asked Tripp is

the one Tripp ought to have asked himself: is it

possible that Whitney may not have revealed

more because there was no more to reveal?

Daniel W. Stowell is director and editor of The
Papers' ofAbraham Lincoln.
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Michael Burlingame

Insofar as tripp's book helps Dis-

abuse the reading public of the "legend of

Lincoln's happy matriage," it serves a valu-

able function. But insofar as it leads people to

think that Lincoln was gay it does a disservice

to history, for the evidence adduced fails to sup-

port the argument. The cases ofJoshua Speed

and David Derickson, which Tripp dwells on at

greatest length and that provide the strongest

evidence for his thesis that Lincoln was "pri-

marily homosexual," are far from conclusive.

Lincoln's letters to Speed in the 1840s, which

Tripp cites as strong evidence, in fact lack a ho-

moerotic tone. Lincoln's use of "yours forever"

in letters to Speed, a phrase that Tripp finds

significant, also appears in his letters to many

others. In 1864, Lincoln told Titian J. Coffey

that "I slept with Joshua [Speed] for four

years." If Lincoln and Speed were (to use 19th-

century parlance) sodomites, it seems unlikely

that Lincoln would have spoken so openly to

Coffey. He also acknowledged that he had slept

with Charles Maltby over a long period, telling

a journalist in 1863: "I know Maltby, for I slept

with him six months."

Similarly, Speed informed a friend that "he

and Lincoln slept together about four years."

That friend also recalled that Speed said to

Lincoln when they first met that he (Speed)

had "been sleeping in the same bed for some

time" with his partner James Bell. "He is gone

now, and if you wish, you can take his place."

It is doubtful that Speed would have been so

open about that sleeping arrangement if he

and Lincoln (or he and Bell) had been homo-

sexual lovers.

If anything, all the real evidence we have

points in-» precisely the opposite direction.

Lincoln's law partner William Herndon al-

leged that from 1837 to 1842, Lincoln and

Joshua Speed, "a lady's man," were "quite famil-

iar—to go no further[— ] with the women." On
at least one occasion Lincoln shated Speed's

taste in fancy women—in fact, the very same

woman. Speed recollected that around 1839

or 1840, he "was keeping a pretty woman" in

Springfield, and Lincoln, "desirous to have

a little," asked his bunkmate, "do you know

where I can get some." Speed replied, "Yes I

do, & if you will wait a moment ot so I'll send

you to the place with a note. You cant get it

without a note or by my appearance." If Speed

was homosexual and impotent with women,

as Tripp argues, why did he keep this "pretty

woman" in Springfield? If Lincoln was having

sex with Speed, why would he ask him where

he could "get some"?

Moreover, there is abundant credible evi-

dence—ignored or dismissed by Tripp—that

Lincoln was sexually and romantically at-

tracted to women, four of whom he proposed

to (Ann Rutledge, Mary Owens, Mary Todd,

and Sarah Rickard) . He was "a Man of strong

passions for woman," according to his good

friend David Davis. Herndon also recollected

that Lincoln was "a man of terribly strong pas-

sions for women" and "could scarcely keep his

hands off them." Tripp's dismissal of the tes-

timony of more than two dozen informants

in the case of Ann Rutledge contrasts sharply

with his willingness to accept extremely scanty

evidence to prove that Lincoln had homosexual

relations with William G. Greene, Abner Y
Ellis, Horace White, Henry C. Whitney, and

Elmer Ellsworth. Those highly conjectural cas-

es do not pass the test that Tripp says he used

to establish the validity of a claim: namely, at

least two independent sources.

Given the paucity of hard evidence adduced

by Tripp, and given the abundance of contrary

evidence indicating that Lincoln was drawn

romantically and sexually to some women, it

is highly unlikely that Abraham Lincoln was

"predominantly homosexual."

Michael Burlingame is May Buckley Sadowski

Professor of History emeritus at Connecticut College,

and the author ofThe Inner World of Abraham

Lincoln (University of Illinois Press).
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One of the hobbies of the academic left (but I repeat

myself) is known as 'Queering.' In basic terms, this means
taking something and looking at it through a gay lens. The
result of this, a frantic effort to discover hidden validation of

the modern homosexual lifestyle in the past, is typically

long and pretentious papers claiming that Tom Sawyer and K ' " - K

Huck Finn were gay lovers or that The Birth of a Nation
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urges and the struggle for queer liberation. Now they've ^congressional Directory
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The basic 'Queering' process goes something like this. You
pick through something in a desperate search for

something, anything, which might be interpreted as

evidence of homosexuality. You then latch onto this point

with the dogged tenacity of a rabid alligator and reject any

further scrutiny into this point. You reject the notion that

any other evidence might be exculpatory. Shortly after you
first make your assertions, you then reject any attempt to

refute your claims as being the obvious product of

'homophobia.'

Let's consider for a moment what we know of the

'evidence' being presented in C. A. Tripp's book The
Intimate World of Abraham Lincoln. As summed up, the

evidence is something like this:

1) Lincoln entered puberty earlier (that this even makes the

cut is simply a sign of the degree to which Tripp's work is

tainted by his association with Kinsey's crack 'science') that

most other boys. Maybe. Possibly. If we take a few lines

written decades later as 'evidence.' One might as well

attempt to gain clues into his nature by examining his skull.

2) Lincoln had a handful of close relationships with men. To
this, I ask, so what? Especially in that day men tended to

have closer (or, at least, outwardly closer) friendships than

they often do today. There's no evidence as to whether any

of these relationships were of a sexual nature other than

Tripp's own wild conjecture.

3) Lincoln's marriage was unhappy. Again: so what? The
fact that he had an unhappy marriage hardly makes him

gay-

The most damning evidence that Tripp manages to
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produce is a quote from a friend of Lincoln's discussing his

"perfect thighs." This quote, naturally, has managed to find

its way into every story discussing Tripp's book. But what
sort of evidence is it?

First, I can't find much evidence at all that the quote has
been widely circulated until now. A quick search of various

search engines can't find any example of the quote which

doesn't mention Tripp. A further review by myself found

only a single book, from 1999, which references it (and

which lets it pass without comment). Without further study,

we have no real further insight into this supposedly
damning evidence.

Yet, possibilities abound. It's possible that the individual

who offered up this phrase, as opposed to Lincoln, was
indeed 'gay' himself and so, therefore, he took particular

notice of these things. It's equally possible that it was just a

strange thought which popped into his head. It's also

possible that it was originally offered up with malicious

intent. After all, Honest Abe has never been universally

loved.

People have asked me if this matters. Verily, it does. This

is a clear effort to assault and forcibly abscond with the

memory of an American icon.

Gay activists don't care about the facts here. That's the

whole point of the 'queering' process. They're picking

through Lincoln's life to pick out those little things that, if

they grasp, they can use to assert homosexuality on

Lincoln's part.

They're counting on two things.

First, the willingness of the public to simply accept

something if it's presented to them as 'evidence.' People

believe all sorts of false things simply because some book,

some television show, or some teacher told them. Spread

this in the classroom for a decade or two and it will be

pretty much universally accepted.

Second, they're counting on their ability to shout down
anyone who opposes them. Anyone who objects to this will

be painted as a "homophobe" who is "unwilling to accept

the truth" about Lincoln.

Then, once this process is completed, they will use this as

a weapon to break down all opposition to their agenda. You
think this doesn't matter? It does.

How could it not matter if the man universally viewed as the

father of the Republican Party was gay?

How could it not matter if the man generally viewed as

America's greatest President and greatest national hero

was gay?

That's why they've chosen Lincoln. Because they know
that making him gay will prove to be a first-rate weapon
against their opponents. "Lincoln would have supported

gay marriage," they'll say. "Lincoln saved the Union, but

gays can't adopt babies?" they'll ask incredulously. They

Page 2 of 3
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seek to imbue themselves with Lincoln's greatness. They

seek to take from Lincoln and claim for themselves.

Now we need to fight this slander. We cannot adopt to this

an attitude of, "well, we'll wait to see what the evidence

says." We have to set out actively to discredit this

nonsense.

Now is the time for all good men to rally to the defense of

Father Abraham. He saved the Union and now we must

save him from the intrigues of a cabal desperate to lay

claim to his name to serve their ends. We must stand up to

and respond to this horrific lie, wherever and however it is

spread.

The opinions expressed in this column represent those of

the author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions,

views, or philosophy of TheRealityCheck.org, Inc.
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Gay-braham Lincoln? No way, says Abe scholar Harold Holzer - N... http://www.nypost.com/f7print/pagesix/honest_abe_didn_want_men_

mMUMPSSf
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Honest, Abe didn't want men
Last Updated 4:05 AM. December 31 , 2009
Posted: 12:50 AM, December 31. 2009

Abraham Lincoln was not gay, no matter what playwright and AIDS activist Larry Kramer says - according to Harold

Holzer, who's written 35 books about our 16th president and the Civil War.

The subject came up in this week's New York magazine story about Kramer - co-founder of Gay Men's Health Crisis and
ACT UP -- and his 4,000-page manuscript, "The American People," which claims that George Washington, Alexander

Hamilton, Lewis and Clark and Lincoln were all homosexuals.

Kramer claimed that a diary and a stash of letters were found under the floorboards of a building where Lincoln had lived

with his roommate and supposed lover, Joshua Speed.

But the article by Jesse Green noted, "Kramer isn't interested in proof, or facts." And Holzer, a historian who co-chaired

this year's Lincoln Bicentennial Commission, told Page Six: "I had a private conversation with him [Kramer]. He admitted

to me that he made the whole thing up. He said he made it up to raise consciousness."

Kramer evidently believes that Americans will be more supportive of gay rights if they think the Founding Fathers and
other heroic historical figures were homosexuals.

"That he is reviving this hoax is a little bizarre," said Holzer, whose day job is p.r. for the Metropolitan Museum of Art. "For

half his life, Lincoln shared his bed with other guys. It was the custom. People didn't have so many beds."

Young Lincoln traveled through Illinois following the circuit court and stayed in inns with other attorneys. "The only lawyer

in central Illinois who didn't sleep with other men was [Lincoln Supreme Court appointee] David Davis, and that was
because he weighed 350 pounds," Holzer said.

Holzer, who noted that Lincoln conceived a child on his wedding night, said of Kramer, "I wish he'd find something more
productive to do." Calls to Kramer were not returned.

NEW YORK POST is a registered trademark of NYP Holdings, Inc.

NYPOST.COM , NYP0ST0NLINE.COM , and NEWY0RKP0ST.COM are trademarks of NYP Holdings, Inc.

Copyright 2009 NYP Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved. Privacy | Terms of Use
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But Were They Gay? The Mystery
ofSame-Sex Love in the 19th
Century
By Jennie Rothenberg Gritz

It was a time of "Boston marriages" between women and intimate letters between men. But what

happened behind closed doors is anybody's guess.

Abraham Lincoln,

Walt Whitman, and Sarah Orne Jewett all had passionate same-sex friendships. (Adapted from Wikimedia Commons images)

In August 1890, Walt Whitman opened an awkward piece of fan mail. "In your conception of

Comradeship," wrote British literary critic John Addington Symonds, "do you contemplate the possible

intrusion of those semi-sexual emotions and actions which no doubt do occur between men?"

It's a question modern critics have asked as well — and some have pretty definitively answered it. "Walt

Whitman and Gay Liberation are nearly synonymous for me," wrote cultural historian Rictor Norton in

a 1999 essay. Norton points to Whitman's i860 "Calamus" poems as a sort of coming-out letter, filled

with lines like these:

The one I love most lay sleeping by me under the same cover in the cool night,

In the stillness, in the autumn moonbeams, his face was inclined toward me,

And his arm lay lightly around my breast — And that night I was happy.

After reading such passages, Symonds (who later wrote about his own sexual experiences with men)

must have been disappointed by Whitman's reply. "That the calamus part has even allow'd the
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possibility of such construction as mention'd is terrible," Whitman responded, insisting that Symonds

was making "morbid inferences — wh' are disavow'd by me & seem damnable."

It's hard to imagine any modern poet writing about lying in another man's arms and then calling

homosexuality "damnable." But the kind of same-sex intimacy Whitman described — and enjoyed in

real life — was accepted at the time as a natural part of heterosexuality. When editors did censor

Whitman's work, they left the "Calamus" poems intact and instead cut his descriptions of male-female

passion. ("Love-flesh swelling and deliciously aching," Whitman wrote, describing a bride and groom

on their wedding night. "Limitless limpid jets of love hot and enormous, quivering jelly of love,

white-blow and delirious juice.")

"Certainly, in his poetry, Whitman tries to be omnisexual," says David S. Reynolds, a CUNY graduate

professor who specializes in 19th century American culture and has written several books on Whitman.

"He even wants to exude a kind of sexuality toward the physical earth and the ocean." But it was more

than that, as Reynolds explains. "Showing passion and affection was a more common part of the daily

experience than it is today. America was a young nation, a new nation, and there was a sense of

brotherhood."

That brotherly love certainly existed between Abraham Lincoln and his friend Joshua Speed. The two

men slept together in the same bed for four years, and Speed wrote to Lincoln in 1842, "You know my

desire to befriend you is everlasting — I will never cease, while I know how to do any thing."

Another American president, James A. Garfield, wrote passionate notes to his college friend Harry

Rhodes. "Harry Dear, do you know how much I miss you? In the school — the church, at home, in labor

or leisure — sleeping or waking, the want of your presence is felt. I knew I loved you, but you have left a

larger void than I ever knew you filled." A few months later, Garfield wrote to Rhodes, "I would that we

might lie awake in each other's arms for one long wakeful night."

"The thing we don't know about any of these people," says Peggy Wishart, "is the question most

modern people have: Were they gay?" Wishart manages Historic New England's Sarah Orne Jewett

House in South Berwick, Maine, which is hosting a lecture this weekend on the "Boston marriage."

Jewett spent her later years in one of these ambiguous female partnerships, enjoying the almost

constant companionship of Annie Fields, the widow ofAtlantic editor James T. Fields. The two women

lived together, traveled to Europe together, and called each other pet names. (Jewett was "Pinney" and

Fields was "Fuff.")

This sort of arrangement wasn't uncommon at the time. The Massachusetts capital was filled with

educated women from good families who could support themselves without the help of any man. It

made sense for them to seek out each other's company, says Wishart. "And it didn't necessarily occur to

friends to wonder what their sex life was like. Women were perceived as being non-sexual to begin

with, and most people assumed that if they didn't have husbands, they wouldn't have any interest in

sex."

So what changed between the days of the Boston marriage and the era of Gertrude Stein? For one

thing, there was Oscar Wilde's trial. In 1895, Wilde was convicted of sodomy and sentenced to two

years in prison. Wilde did his best to defend same-sex love in the courtroom: "It is that deep spiritual

affection that is as pure as it is perfect. It dictates and pervades great works of art, like those of

Shakespeare and Michelangelo." But the newspapers focused instead on the salacious details, including

Wilde's rumored visits to male prostitutes. After that, poetry about men sleeping together in the

moonlight was never quite the same.

The other game changer was Sigmund Freud. 'You have to remember, ever since Freud, we've viewed

everything through this very sexualized lens," Wishart says. "For a Victorian person, that was not the
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case. I think it's almost impossible for us to fully understand the way they saw these things back then."

By 1911, there was enough awareness of homosexuality that when Fields pulled together a posthumous

volume of Jewett's letters, editor Mark Antony DeWolfe Howe urged her to censor out the pet names.

"All sorts of people [will read] them wrong," he warned Fields.

Today, it's hard to know just how to read those letters. But as Reynolds says, "It's absolutely wrong to

impose today's version of homosexuality on Whitman or Jewett. That's done much too often." Instead,

he suggests we appreciate the rich humanity of the 19th century. "Lincoln was a very, very human guy,"

Reynolds says. "He saw himself as a comrade, as someone who loved men and women. A lot of other

people also saw themselves that way. It was a much less institutional world than we live in today — a

much more personal world."

This article available online at:

http://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2012/09/but-were-they-gay-the-mystery-of-same-

sex-love-in-the-i9th-century/262H7/
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